
Copado’s “In Process” status from the U.S. Government’s Federal Risk and Authorization Management 
Program puts our GovCloud DevOps application on the FedRAMP marketplace. This authorization enables 
federal agencies to license Copado for software delivery and cloud transformations. Our “In Process” 
FedRAMP Status means:

Copado’s authorization was sponsored by a federal agency (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs). 

Our platform audit and security assessment report have been completed.

We’re on track to achieve full “Authorization to Operate” (ATO) status in 2022.

Today’s citizens expect their government to 
provide the same digital transformation benefits 
they get from private industry leaders. This is a 
big reason why the demand for cloud solutions 
in the FedRAMP marketplace surged by 60% 
in 2021. But to harness the full power of the 
cloud, U.S. government agencies must navigate 
a minefield of security authorizations and 
compliance regulations.

Challenge: Bringing Security 
Authorizations to the Cloud

As federal agencies adopt low-code cloud apps 
to modernize IT and address pandemic-driven 
needs, they require a DevOps solution to keep 
up with ever-changing security and regulatory 
requirements. Copado is the only DevOps 
solution for Salesforce available on the FedRAMP 
marketplace — and the only multi-cloud DevOps 
platform with the visibility, governance and 
analytics required for federal scale. 

Solution: Driving Visibility and 
Accountability via Multi-Cloud 
DevOps
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Copado GovCloud Now Available
on US FedRAMP Marketplace

C O PA D O  I N D U S T R I E S :  P U B L I C  S E C T O R

“Achieving FedRAMP 
status demonstrates 
Copado’s commitment 
to security and 
compliance for the 
public sector.”

Marcus Dietz, Senior Salesforce 
Architect, Liberty IT Solutions a 
Booz Allen company

We have a proven track record of success across 
the public sector landscape — from federal 
agencies to state governments to Big 5 consulting 
firms that specialize in government work. Head to 
the FedRAMP marketplace to learn about Copado 
GovCloud and unlock the power of cloud-native 
DevOps.



95% FASTER TO DEPLOY 
A RELEASE

78% REDUCTION IN 
CHANGE FAIL RATE

90% REDUCTION IN MEAN 
TIME TO RECOVER

7% PRODUCTIVITY LIFT 
FOR DELIVERY TEAM

Forrester Research, Inc: The Total Economic 
Impact Of Copado DevOps, July 2021

Public Sector Datasheet DC Health Customer Story

www.copado.com

NE U.S. State Case Study

Governance + Compliance
Release approvals, audit trail, quality gates and 
real-time monitoring derisk cloud environments 
and make governance a breeze.

Security + Visibility
Version control, merge conflict resolution and 
metadata backups provide end-to-end pipeline 
traceability and make it easy to roll back changes.

Copado Benefits

Multi-Cloud Integrations

Copado DevOps by the Numbers

Additional Resources
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Faster Time to Deployment
Copado’s platform is proven to reduce cycle times 
and help development teams unlock continuous 
integration and delivery. 

User-Friendly for Pro-Code Developers + 
No-Code Admins
Cloud-native UI enables your team to work 
directly within Salesforce and SaaS platforms — 
accelerating adoption and clearing the way for 
collaboration. 

Service Cloud Sales Cloud Public Sector 
Applications

www.copado.com
https://www.copado.com/devops-hub/public-sector/how-the-public-sector-can-continue-to-accelerate-modernization
https://www.copado.com/devops-hub/data-sheets/public-sector-the-devops-revolution
https://www.copado.com/devops-hub/ebooks/ramping-up-devops-maturity-pandemic-support-for-a-ne-u-s-state

